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This presentation 

 

• Why does public procurement of innovative solutions (PPI) 
matter? 

 

• Why is this so difficult to launch as a policy instrument? 

 

• Does it work for the service sector?   
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Technopolis involvement with PPI so far 

• Trend Chart 2006 Policy expert workshop PPI (DG ENT/CDTI)   

• INNO Learning Platform Task Force Public Procurement (DG 
ENT) 

• Partner in OMC-network on PCP + PPI (various national agencies) 

• Evaluation  of Small Business Innovation & Research programme 
(Ministry of Economic Affairs, Netherlands)  

• Including benchmark with USA and UK 

• Design of  EU scheme for PCP + PPI in CIP & Horizon2020  (DG 
ENT) 

• Including extensive stakeholder consultations 

• Study How Public Procurement can stimulate innovative services 
(Nordic Council) 
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The potential of PP as a driver for innovation  

• Demand-driven or user-driven innovation strongly argued by Eric 
von Hippel in the 1970s 

• Demand-led innovation 

• The importance of launching customers 

• Innovation literature showed the power of big contracting 
authorities, mostly in the USA 

• The role of defence contracts in the emergence of Silicon Valley  

• The inspiration from the SBIR-programme and the 2% rule 

• Disappeared from the policy arena for some decades 

• The Aho Report brought it back on the EU agenda 
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Public authorities as launching customer 

• Estimated size of  EU public procurement in 2010 = €420 billion 

• But most likely an underestimation  

• Public authorities responsible for tackling ‘Grand Challenges’ have 
a strong rationale for addressing market failures from the demand 
side 

• Potential roles for policy makers 

• Direct procurement by public contracting authorities 

• Catalytic procurement: early introduction of solutions on the private 
market 

• Supporting and facilitating the public procurement processes  
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Only few measures in operation in EU countries 

• Needs strong political support from the highest level to push the 
PPI agenda   

• Many EU countries are considering to launch a programme, few 
countries have actually implemented it 

• UK: Small Business Research Innovation (SBRI) programme 

• NL: Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programme 

• Flanders: IWT Knowledge Centre PPI 

• FI: Tekes programme to support Contracting Authorities 

• EU: developing SBIR and PCP-instruments for Horizon2020 

• Innovation Agencies as intermediaries between policy making 
bodies (ministries, regulators, …) and public contracting 
authorities 
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An example of a successful project: DigiDijk 

• Monitor the dikes from the inside 
rather than by the human eye 

• Using chip technology to create 
measurement stations inside 
dikes 

• IP remains with company 

• Challenge: regional public water 
authorities need to purchase the 
system 

• Catalyst effect: creates 
opportunities in foreign markets  
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So why is this still so difficult? 

• The actors in the public governance system driving the innovation 
agenda are not the ones with purchasing power 

• The actors in the system with purchasing power not necessarily 
interested in driving innovation 

• Short cost effectiveness and value for tax payers money 

• Risk aversive (mostly lawyers) 

• Not used to having dialogues with potential suppliers  

• Prescribe the technical requirements rather than ask for a solution 

• For Europe:  an uneasy positioning in between state-aid rules and 
EU directives for public procurement 

• A strong need for awareness raising and practical guidance  
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Pre-commercial Procurement (PCP) & Public Procurement of 
Innovative Solutions (PPI) 
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Multi-governance system with different interests 
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PPI for the service sector?  

• Technopolis study on PPI in services showed low level of activity in 
Nordic countries  

• In practice a majority of projects in countries with PPI 
programmes are not ‘service sector minded’ 

• NL SBIR and UK SBRI mostly discrete technologies / products 

• Tekes projects in public health care sector to improve care services 

• The IWT scheme has examples of social innovation 

• Defining the pre-commercial element is difficult 

• Innovations in services closer to the market 

• Less high-risk R&D elements that ask for public intervention  



Conclusions: key advantages of PPI approach 

• There is a huge untapped potential for governments to foster 
innovation in small firms using public procurement budgets  

• It also gives the opportunity for governments to be catalysts for 
commercial innovations in areas of societal need where private markets 
are failing 

• PPI programmes you can reach a whole new target group of small 
innovative companies.  

• The approach can have a strong learning effect for public sector 
organisations - ministries, various types of agencies, regional and local 
authorities  - whose first instinct is not to work with SMEs 

• Important to link PPI with other policy measures (eg regulation) 

• It could work in typical public services sectors and for social innovations 
but faces challenges in private sector services 
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Thank you 

technopolis |group| has offices in Amsterdam, Ankara, Brighton, 
Brussels, Frankfurt/Main, Paris, Stockholm, Tallinn and Vienna 


